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Regulations
on holding the 33th International Festival in honor of Khoren OGANESIAN.
04 -11 of May, 2020

1. OBJECTIVES AND TASKS OF THE INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL FESTIVAL
Support for veterans of the sport, development and popularization of football.
2. DATE AND VENUE
33 INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF SPORTS AND RECREATION will be held from
04 to 11 of May, 2020 on football fields (natural grass) at the Sueno Hotels Beach
Side 5 * (Ultra All Inclusive), Turkey.
The Football Tournament 8х8 will be held from May 5 to May 8, 2020.
3. DIVISION “A” - Unlimited – 18 years - 8x8
• Number of teams: 6
• Soccer players participate; No age limit;
• Team composition: 7 field players plus goalkeeper;
• Match time: 2 halves of 15 minutes each (3 minute break);
• Mixed rules, penalty kick - 9 meters, goal 5 x 2, ball No. 5;4
3 (1). DIVISION "B" - Old Stars-Junior - 33 years - 8x8
• Number of teams: 6
• Football players no younger than 1987 year of birth (33 years old) participate;
• It is allowed to declare a goalkeeper of any age;
• Team composition: 7 field players plus goalkeeper;
• Match time: 2 halves of 15 minutes each (3 minute break);
• Mixed rules, penalty kick - 9 meters, goal 5 x 2, ball No. 5;
3 (2). DIVISION "C" - Old Stars - 42 years - 8x8
• Number of teams: 8
• Football players no younger than 1978 year of birth (42 years old) participate;
• It is allowed to declare two players no younger than 1980 year of birth (40 years old);
• It is allowed to declare a goalkeeper of any age;
• Team composition: 7 field players plus a goalkeeper;
• Match time: 2 halves of 15 minutes each (3 minute break);
• Mixed rules, penalty kick - 9 meters, goal 5 x 2, ball No. 5;
3 (3). DIVISION "D" - MASTERS - 50 years - 8x8
• Number of teams: 8
• Football players no younger than 1970 year of birth (50 years old) participate;
• It is allowed to declare one player no younger than 1973 year of birth (47 years old);
• It is allowed to declare one player no younger than 1972 year of birth (48 years old);
• It is allowed to declare a goalkeeper no younger than 1989 year of birth (31 years old);
• Team composition: 7 field players plus a goalkeeper;
• Match time: 2 halves of 15 minutes each (3 minute break);
• The rules are mixed, penalty kick - 9 meters, goal 5 x 2, ball No. 5

4. RULES OF FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT IN TURKEY:
* The game consists of two (2) times, lasting fifteen (15) minutes.
* Break (3) minutes;
* One goalkeeper and seven (7) field players can be on the field;
* “Offside” does not work;
* The player can only be replaced in the "replacement area" without stopping the game. The number of substitutions during the
match is unlimited;
* In cases of violation of the rules of substitution, the game stops, the violated player receives a warning with a yellow card
showing, the team plays in the minority. The game resumes with a free kick, performed by the opposing team, from the place
where the ball was when the game was stopped. However, if the ball was in the penalty area, the free kick is executed from the
point on the line of the penalty area closest to the place where the ball was at the time the game was stopped;
* wall seven (7) meters; penalty shootout nine (9) meters, Field 38х58 meters, Gate 2х5;
* when "hit from the goal" the goalkeeper enters the ball by hand - four (4) seconds;
* The goalkeeper has no right to take the ball in the hands after the pass of his partner's foot - free kick;
* Out is entered from the lateral line with the foot - four (4) seconds;
* ball number 5;
* Tackles are prohibited (free kick);
* It is forbidden to play without shields and in the boots on six (6), iron spikes, chains, glasses and prints - a yellow card;
* yellow card - a four (4) minutes' removal, with the right of early exit after a missed goal by his team;
* If a goal is scored, when the teams play in the minority, but in equal compositions, the player does not leave the field;
* Red card - foul last hope, removal to the end of the game without the right to replace.In the next game, the player plays;
* a red card - a fight, a rough reception for the purpose of injury, obscene language, physical influence on the referee - removal to
the end of the game without the right to replace. In the next game, the player does not play;
* for deliberately causing (serious) injury to an opponent or two (2) RED CARDS (except for a foul of last resort) - the player is
suspended from the games until the end of the tournament;
* a goal scored with an initial strike is counted;
* A goal scored from an out or when entering the ball from the goal is not counted if the ball has not touched anyone;
* the ninth (9) player on the field - the yellow card, four (4) minutes, the game by the ninth (9) player in his own penalty - four
(4) minutes - the penalty; if the penalty is scored - four (4) minutes cease;
in case the ball is knocked out of the empty goal, a person not participating in the game is a penalty;
* For failure to play and unauthorized withdrawal of the team from the field, it is counted the defeat with the score (0:5);
* If the team is late for the game (more than 10 minutes), it will count the defeat with the score (0:5);
* The player does not have the right to play for different teams, EXCEPT PEOPLE ALLOWED BY THE ORGANIZING
COMMITTEE; In case of this violation, the team for which he plays "stand", counts the defeat with the score (0:5);
* It is forbidden to play football players who are not on the lists of participants of the Football Festival without the approval of the
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE. In case of this violation, the team shall be credited with a score (0:5);
* The doctor who serves the games of the tournament has the right to prevent the player from participating in the match, in case of
injury and if the player, in the opinion of the doctor, is in a state of intoxication;
protests for judging are not accepted (except for the stand by age) - the protest is only accepted before, on time or immediately
after the game is over;
* At the SECOND STAGE, in the event of a draw, the teams are punched by a penalty - three (3) DIFFERENT players from each
team, with no result - then the same player can punch the same player one time - one (1) before the miss;
* for the indecent behavior in the hotel: a fight, drunken debauch, obscene language, etc. - The Organizing Committee has the
right to remove the player from the games until the end of the tournament.

5. REGULATIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL FESTIVAL


It is allowed to play 6 (six) players of one delegation in 2 (two) of their teams by advance application (the age
category is taken into account) and these players can not be changed during the tournament; In exceptional
cases, the organizing committee has the right to admit a player or team to a tournament outside the age
category;
• It is forbidden to play football players who are not on the list of participants of the Festival, without
agreement with the Organizing Committee (0: 5 team for which he plays);
• In the case of a stand by age in the Veteran Tournament - the team is counted as a defeat with a score of 0: 5;



The protest is ONLY ON the stand: before, during or immediately after the game (with the final whistle of the
referee). The head of the delegation shows the player, writes a protest against him and applies 100 $. This
player by 14:30 should bring his passport to the judge's table in the lobby of the hotel. If the protest is satisfied
- the money is returned and the team counts the defeat with a score of 0:5, if not - the money is left to the
player; (If the player does not come - PROTEST IS SATISFIED)
• All matches are held according to FIFA rules (without picks and off-limits);
• It is forbidden to play boots with iron spikes, six thorns, without shields, in chains, bracelets, clocks punishment - Yellow card (4 minutes removal);
• Yellow card - delete for 4 minutes. If the team playing in the minority score a goal, the removed player
enters the field;
• If two teams play in unequal formations and at this time a goal is scored, the teams continue to play in
unequal compositions;
• Field 38x58 meters;



Gate 2x5 meters;



Champions are awarded with Cups;



All teams are awarded commemorative Cups;



The best tournament players are awarded with memorable prizes;



Substitutions are not limited, without stopping the game, only in the replacement zone;



Matches are held on one half of the standard field;



Each team must have its own goalkeeper;

6. SOCIAL PROGRAM OF THE INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL FESTIVAL

The Football Festival is a charitable event. All the money received goes to support the veterans of the Soviet
and Russian Sports.

We wish everyone good health, happiness, victory and good rest!

7. TOUR CONDITIONS
Transfer: Airport - Hotel - Airport; (upon request )
3 doctors in a hotel from Russia (24 HOUR);
Accommodation and meals (Ultra All Inclusive);

8. FESTIVAL EVENTS
8x8 football tournament in 4 age categories
Streetball, Chess, Intellectual Game “What Where When”,
Russian-speaking animators for children, Waterpark, Lunapark,
Children's town, Beach Volleyball, Tennis, Table Tennis,
Song contest, Grand opening, closing and rewarding of the participants of the Festival,
Concerts of Russian pop artists (A. Aleksin, O. Orlova, V. Luchnikov, K. Sherbinin),
Football school of Alexander Panov for children from 4-12 years,
evening shows from the hotel

9. VIP GUESTS OF THE FESTIVAL
Khoren OGANESYAN, Evgeny LOVCHEV, Igor BELANOV, Leonid BURYAK, Valery GAZZAEV,
Sergey GORLUKOVICH, Vladimir BESSONOV, Alexander PANOV, Anzor KAVAZASHVILI,
Vladimir GUTSAEV, Alexander CHIVADZE, Alexander GORSHKOV, Alexander TARKHANOV,
Akhrik TSVEYBA, Arkady BELY, Dmitry KHLESTOV,Albert SARKISYAN, Oleg DENISOV,
Alexander VERIZHNIKOV, Dmitry KUZNETSOV, Alexander KHAMIDULIN, Arthur KOCHARYAN,
Andrey NOVGORODOV, Igor YARKEEV and many others.

10. FINANCIAL EXPENSES
Teams come to the Festival at their own expense.

11. ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS
This provision of the International Festival is an official invitation to the festival.

Our contacts:
Mob.: +7 929 997 87 04 (Ilya SHEKHTMAN), +7 915 248 67 42 (Maxim SHEKHTMAN).
E-mail: lofootbol@yandex.ru

ALL INFORMATION ABOUT OUR FESTIVAL YOU CAN FIND AT OUR WEBSITE
WWW.LOFOOTBALL.COM

